W H AT ' S ON | ARTS & C ULT URE

SEP T 22-JAN 23

New exhibition by British Life photographer of the year,
Amy Bateman
TALKS

Featuring Simon Yates, Leo
Houlding, Paul Rose, Terry
Abrahams, Mark Beaumont,
Amy Bateman

CLASSES

Learn a new craft or art form,
from calligraphy to needle felt
and photography to willow
weaving.

CINEMA

Live events from the National
Theatre, Royal Opera House
and The Met, plus the best
films to see on the big screen.
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EX HIB ITION S

FREE
ENTRY
From the Herdwick-grazed Lake District commons to the bigsky Solway marshes; from isolated farmsteads unchanged in
generations to businesses at the cutting-edge of innovation; from
world-class sheep breeders to award winning cheese-makers,
Forty Farms is a visual record of farming at a period of profound
change.

A unique insight into the everyday lives,
fears and hopes of 40 extraordinary
farmers through photography, film and
words.

With contributions from, among others, best-selling author James
Rebanks and L’Enclume’s Simon Rogan, veteran damson grower
Harley Trotter and ‘king of the Herdwicks’ Anthony Hartley, Forty
Farms offers a unique insight told through photography, film and
words, by British Life Photographer of the year Amy Bateman. The
exhibition is accompanied by a coffee table book (£29.90), with
photographic prints and cards for sale.
16 Sept 22 - 4 Jan 23 | Open daily 9am-5.30pm | Free entry

E XHIBITIONS

Forty Farms
events
Accompanying
coffee table book

Fri 14 Oct | 7pm

Debate: What Future for
the Cumbrian Uplands?
Friends of the Lake District
(Annual Kirby Lecture)
Panellists from a range of
backgrounds will talk about
their experiences, thoughts, and
hopes for the future of the fells.
Panellists include Julia Aglionby
(Chair), Lee Schofield, Neil
Hudson MP, Maria Benjamin,
and Will Rawling. The evening
includes a Private View of the
Forty Farms Exhibition

Sat 12 Nov | 7pm

An evening with Amy
Bateman: Forty Farms Behind the Scenes
From funny anecdotes, amusing
conversations, to setting up the
shots, Amy will take you across
the landscape of Cumbria in this
illustrated talk which will share her
first-hand experience of producing
the Forty Farms book. It will
include ’the ones that got away’ those shots and quotes that never
quite made the book. Amy is a
professional photographer and
Cumbrian farmer living on a cattle
and sheep farm near Kendal.

Sat 01 Oct

Make a needle-felted
Herdwick with Hanne Crank
Learn the basics of needle felting
and craft your own Herdy, using
local Herdwick wool from Yew Tree
Farm, one of Beatrix Potter’s original
farms and featured in our Forty Farms
Exhibition.
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Highlights from
0ur programme
Thu 24 Nov | 7.30pm

Fri 16 Dec | 7pm

Cumbrian Red
A special preview with Terry
Abraham

An evening with the
Wanderlust Women

Multi-award winning filmmaker talks
about ‘Cumbrian Red,’ an inspiring
documentary about our native red
squirrels, which are on the verge of
extinction.

Join the Wanderlust Women for their
first ever film evening. Each of the
films will include a special introduction
and the chance to ask questions
Films include: Sisterhood - Journey
to Toubkal, Connecting to my roots Himalayas, Wild Camping, I am capable

Terry will share insights and tales of his
latest film and advanced preview clips
which is set to be released next May.
Profits from this evening’s event will
be donated to Penrith and District Red
Squirrel Group.

The Wanderlust Women is a hiking and
adventure group for Muslim women.
The vision is to normalise Muslim
women exploring the great outdoors.

Sat 7 & Sun 8 Jan | 2pm

Sat 1 Apr | 7.30pm

Sun 16 Oct

An Introduction to
Photography with Amy
Bateman
This beginners course will introduce
students to photography using
phones or digital cameras. It will
cover composition, use of light,
photographing children, people and
animals, simple editing skills and
top tips on how to make your images
instantly better.

Andre Rieu in Dublin
Exclusive to cinemas this celebratory
concert with André and his Johann
Strauss Orchestra will include romantic
melodies, popular classics, party tunes
and beloved waltzes.

James Ketchell –
It’s all mental
A record-breaking aviator, adventurer
and author James Ketchell’s is the only
person on the planet to have climbed
Everest, cycled around the world AND
rowed an ocean. He will be sharing his
mind-set and the mentality needed to
achieve difficult, and what sometimes
feel like unattainable goals.

DON' T MISS
Scan here for more
information and to
book

Details correct at time of going to press. Events and dates can sometimes change at short notice.
Please visit rheged.com for up-to-date information.

Sat 29 Oct | 7.15pm

Coldplay LIVE
This special event will be broadcast Live
from Buenos Aires, Argentina as part of
the Music of the Spheres World Tour
(2h 30m inc pre-show)
£19 Full £17 Conc
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EX H IB ITION S

Ukraine, I Miss You

An Exhibition of work by 12
Ukrainian Photographers
curated by English documentary
photographer Stuart Clarke.
When Putin and his Russian forces
invaded Ukraine on 24 February
22, Stuart was motivated to help
his fellow photographers from the
Ukraine. This Exhibition is not

so
Spon r of

16

Sep 2

2 - 4 Ja n

about the blood and guts of war,
but rather how this horror of war is
impacting on the normal everyday
lives of innocent people, in our
European backyard. Stuart brought
the exhibition to fruition with
the help of several University of
Cumbria students and Digitalab.
All 55 framed pictures in this
exhibition are for sale. All the
proceeds will go directly to the
Ukrainian photographers.

Our next exhibition...

GREAT
PRINT
8

A celebration of printmakers and
printmaking. Hand pulled prints by
over 50 artists from across the UK,
showcasing the range of techniques from
traditional to modern.

20 Jan – 14 May 23 | Free entry

23

Rathbones is delighted to support Forty Farms
We are proud to support this new exhibition – Forty Farms, presenting the big issues being
tackled in the Cumbrian landscape – climate change, land use, food production, biodiversity,
energy creation and the rural economy.
At Rathbones, we strive to protect and grow our clients’ wealth – we also recognise the
environment, society and financial returns are all intertwined and look to create sustainable
and enduring value for our clients and the community. Thinking, acting and investing responsibly.
For further information please contact a member of the Kendal oﬃce investment team
on 01539 561 457 or email Tomas Owen-Jones at tomas.owen-jones@rathbones.com
The value of investments and income arising from them may fall as well as rise and you might get back less than you originally invested.
Rathbone Investment Management Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.

C INE MA

FILMS to
watch out for

O C TO B E R
Biography drama

Emily
Tells the imagined life of one of the world’s most famous
authors, Emily Bronte. The film stars Emma Mackey (sex
education/death on the Nile) as an Emily.
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Horror/Thriller

The Menu
A young couple visit an exclusive destination restaurant
on a remote island where the acclaimed chef has
prepared a lavish tasting menu, along with some shocking
surprises. Ralph Fiennes plays the world class chef.

Drama/Historical

Mrs Harris goes to Paris

Weekly captioned screenings
on a Monday afternoon and
Parent & Baby screenings on
a Thursday morning.

In 1950’s London, a widowed cleaning lady embarks on
an adventure to Paris which will change the future of the
House of Dior.

Action/Comedy

Strange world
The latest animated adventure from Disney, journeys
deep into an uncharted and treacherous land where
fantastical creatures await the Clades, a family of
explorers.

SEPTEMBER
Romance/Comedy

Ticket to Paradise
A divorced couple team up and travel to Bali to stop their
daughter from making the same mistake they think they
made 25 years ago. Starring George Clooney and Julia
Roberts.

Pyschological thriller

Don't Worry Darling
Living in an experimental community, a housewife
starts to suspect that her husband’s company is hiding
disturbing secrets. Starring Harry Styles and Florence
Pugh.

Drama

She Said

Comedy/Drama

The Lost King
An Amateur historian defies the stodgy academic
establishment in her efforts to find King Richard III’s
remains. Starring Sally Hawkins and Steve Coogan.

Comedy musical

Lyle Lyle Crocodile
When the Primm family moves to New York, their young
son Josh, struggles to adapt to his new school. That all
changes when he discovers Lyle a singing crocodile.

N OV E M B E R
Black Panther: Wakanda Forever
Superhero film based on the Marvel Comics Character
Black Panther, focuses on the titular kingdom attempting
to move past the death of its beloved leader King
T’Challa.

Moonage Daydream
Featuring never-before-seen footage and performances,
film maker Brett Morgan explores David Bowie’s creative,
spiritual and musical journey.

Animation adventure

Tad the Lost Explorer and The Curse of the
Mummy
Tad accidentally unleashes an ancient spell and sets
off on an adventure to put an end to the curse of the
Mummy, which will take him to Mexico and Chicago,
Egypt and Paris.

D EC E M B E R
Family musical

Matilda
A brand new adaptation of the award winning musical.
Starring Emma Thompson and Stephen Graham.

Sci-fi action

Action/Adventure

Documentary musical

New York reporters, break one of the most important
stories of a generation – a story that helped launch the
#MeToo movement and shattered decades of silence
around the subject of sexual assault in Hollywood.
Starring Carey Mulligan.

Avatar: The Way of the Water
Directed by James Cameron, and starring Sam
Worthington, Zoe Saldana, Sigourney Weaver and Kate
Winslet. Jake Sully and Ney’tiri have formed a family
on Pandora, but when an ancient threat resurfaces they
must race to protect their planet.

Drama/Historical

Amsterdam
Set in the 30’s, it follows 3 friends who witness a murder
and become suspects themselves and uncover one of
the most outrageous plots in American history. The
star studded cast include Taylor Swift, Anya Taylor Joy,
Robert De Niro and Christian Bale.

Scan for our full
schedule
Scan here

Details correct at time of going to press. Events and dates can sometimes
change at short notice. Please visit rheged.com for up-to-date information.

rheged.com
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L IVE STR EAMIN G
Tue 27 Sep | 7.15pm

Thu 20 Oct | 7.15pm

Madama Butterfly
The Royal Opera | LIVE

La Bohème
The Royal Opera | LIVE

Giacomo Puccini’s opera is entrancing
and ultimately heart-breaking. Moshe
Leiser and Patrice Caurier’s exquisite
production takes inspiration from 19thcentury European images of Japan.
(3h 10m | 1 interval)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Encore Sun 2 October, at 2pm

Richard Jones’s production evokes the
vivid contrasts of fin de siècle Paris,
from Bohemian apartments to glittering
arcades.
(3h)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Encore: Sun 23 October. 2pm

Wed 28 Sep | 7pm

Medea
Met Opera | Captured live

Richard III
Royal Shakespeare Company
Young Richard of Gloucester uses the
chaos of the War of the Roses to begin his
unscrupulous climb to power. Directed
by Gregory Doran and featuring Arthur
Hughes as Richard.
(3h 25m | 1 interval)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Wed 5 Oct | 7.15 pm

Mayerling
The Royal Ballet | LIVE

Live
streaming
Rheged’s giant screen with surround
sound offers an immersive experience that
recreates the thrill and immediacy of live
performances. You can enjoy a pre-theatre
meal in our café and take organic wines
and local beers into our cinema from our
bar, to drink during the show. All (12A)
Details correct at time of going to press. Events and dates can sometimes change at short notice.
Please visit rheged.com for up-to-date information.

Inspired by real life events, the AustroHungarian court in the 1880s sets the
scene for a drama of psychological and
political intrigue. Kenneth MacMillan’s
ballet remains a masterpiece of
storytelling. Expect to see The Royal
Ballet at its dramatic finest.
(3h 25m | 2 intervals)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Encore Sunday 9 Oct | 2pm
Thu 6 Oct | 7pm

Jack Absolute Flies Again
National Theatre | Captured live
A rollicking new comedy by Richard
Bean (One Man, Two Guvnors) and
Oliver Chris (Twelfth Night), based on
Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s The Rivals.
Stars Caroline Quentin, Laurie Davidson,
Natalie Simpson and Kelvin Fletcher.
(3 h)
£15 Full £13 Conc
Wed 12 Oct | 6.45pm

Aida
The Royal Opera LIVE
In this new production, director Robert
Carsen situates Verdi’s large-scale
political drama within a contemporary
world, framing its power struggles and
toxic jealousies in the apparatus of a
modern, totalitarian state.
(3h 25m | 1 interval)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Encore: Sun 16 Oct

Sun 30 Oct | 6.30pm

Having triumphed at the Met in some of
the repertory’s fiercest soprano roles,
Sondra Radvanovsky stars as the mythic
sorceress who will stop at nothing in her
quest for vengeance. This is the Met’s
premiere production of Cherubini’s rarely
performed masterpiece
(2h 50m | 1 interval)
£19 Full £17 Conc
Thu 3 Nov | 7pm

The Seagull
National Theatre | LIVE
Emilia Clarke (Game of Thrones) makes
her West End debut in this 21st Century
retelling of Chekhov’s tale of love and
loneliness. Following his critically acclaimed five-star production of Cyrano de
Bergerac, Jamie Lloyd brings Anya Reiss’
adaptation of this classic play to life.
(3h)
£15 Full £13 Conc
Encore: Sun 6 Nov. 2pm
Wed 9 Nov | 6.30pm

La Traviata
Met Opera | Captured live
Soprano Nadine Sierra stars as the
self-sacrificing courtesan Violetta—one
of opera’s ultimate heroines—in Michael
Mayer’s vibrant production of Verdi’s
beloved tragedy.
(3 h | 2 intervals)
£19 Full | £17 Conc
Wed 16 Nov | 7.15pm

A Diamond Celebration
The Royal Ballet | LIVE
The Royal Ballet’s dazzling Principals lead
an evening not to be missed and their
talents are a perfect fit for a diamond
anniversary. The showcase will demonstrate the diversity of The Royal Ballet’s
repertory in classical, contemporary and
heritage works.
(3h)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Encore: Sun 20 Nov, 2pm

To book your tickets and find out more visit rheged.com

L IVE STRE AMING
Thu 8 Dec | 7.15pm

Wed 18 Jan | 6.30pm

The Nutcracker
The Royal Ballet | LIVE (12A)

Fedora
Met Opera | Captured live

Peter Wright’s much-loved production,
with gorgeous period designs by Julia
Trevelyan Oman. It keeps true to the spirit
of this festive ballet classic, combining
the thrill of the fairy tale with spectacular
classical dancing.
(2h 45m | 1 interval)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Encore: Sunday 11 December, 2pm

Umberto Giordano’s exhilarating drama
returns to the Met repertory for the first
time in 25 years. Soprano Sonya Yoncheva, one of today’s most riveting artists,
sings the title role of the 19th-century
Russian Princess.
(2h 25m | 1 interval)
£19 Full £17 Conc
Thu 19 Jan | 7.15pm

Thu 15 Dec | 6.30pm

The Hours
The Met | Captured live
Soprano Renée Fleming makes her highly
anticipated return to the Met in the
world-premiere production of The Hours,
adapted from Michael Cunningham’s
acclaimed novel. Soprano Kelli O’Hara
and mezzo-soprano Joyce DiDonato join
Fleming as the trio of heroines.
(2h 55m | 1 interval)
£19 Full £17 Conc

Like Water for Chocolate
The Royal Ballet | LIVE
A modern Mexican classic of magic
realism provides the basis for The Royal
Ballet’s new full-length work, reuniting
Artistic Associate Christopher Wheeldon
with the creative team who transformed
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
(3h 10m | 1 interval)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Encore: Sunday 22 January, 2pm
Thu 26 Jan | 7pm

The Crucible
Scan here for
more information National Theatre | LIVE
A witch hunt is beginning in Arthur
and to book
Miller’s captivating parable of power with
Erin Doherty (The Crown) and Brendan

Cowell (Yerma). Lyndsey Turner (Hamlet)
directs this contemporary new staging.
(3 h)
£15 Full £13 Conc
Encore: Sunday 29 January, 2pm
Wed 15 Feb | 7pm

The Barber of Seville |The
Royal Opera | LIVE
Gioachino Rossini’s comic opera is a riotously entertaining affair. Rafael Payare
makes his Royal Opera House debut
conducting an outstanding international
cast that includes Andrzej Filonczyk,
Aigul Akhmetshina, Lawrence Brownlee
and Bryn Terfel.
(3h 45m | 1 interval)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Encore: Sunday 19 February, 2pm
Thu 23 Feb | 7pm

Othello |
National Theatre | LIVE
A new production of Shakespeare’s most
enduring tragedy, directed by Clint Dyer
with a cast that includes Giles Terera
(Hamilton), Rosy McEwan (The Alienist)
and Paul Hilton (The Inheritance).
(3h)
£15 Full £13 Conc
Encore: Sunday 26 February, 2pm
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Wed 22 Mar | 7.15pm

Turandot |The Royal Opera
LIVE (12A)
Puccini’s score is rich in musical
marvels (featuring the famous aria‘
Nessun dorma’), while Andrei Serban’s
production draws on Chinese theatrical
traditions to evoke a colourful fantasy
tableau of ancient Peking.
(3h 20m |2 intervals)
£16 Full £14 Conc
Encore: Sunday 26 March, 2pm
Thu 23 Mar | 5pm

Lohengrin| Met Opera |
Captured live (12A)
Wagner’s soaring masterpiece makes
its triumphant return to the Met stage
after 17 years. Director François Girard
unveils an atmospheric staging that
once again weds his striking visual style
and keen dramatic insight to Wagner’s
breath-taking music.
(4h 35m | 2 intervals)
£19 Full £17 Conc

Sponsor of
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CR EATIVE CL ASSE S

Creative Classes
Sat 24 Sep

Introduction to Oils with Catherine
MacDiarmid
Learn about oil-painting techniques, from equipment,
surface preparation, colour mixing to painting
techniques. Ideal for beginners or anyone looking for a
refresher.
Sun 25 Sep

Introduction to Modern Calligraphy with
Claire from Moon & Tide
Learn the basics of dippy ink pens as well as fabulous
flourishing and swirly letter shapes, so you can create
handmade gift tags or table settings for a wedding or a
special occasion.
Sat 8 Oct

Creative Collage with Gill Ferguson

Create an original botanical lino print in full colour,
aided every step of the way by artist Laura Sowerby.
Sun 6 Nov

Portrait in a Day with Catherine
MacDiarmid
Develop your drawing skills through the art of
portraiture, learning different portrait-drawing
techniques and exploring mediums such as graphite,
charcoal and pastel.
Fri 11 Nov

Willow woven Stags Head or Deer with
Willowpool
Suitable for complete beginners and experienced
willow weavers, learn how to prepare dried “withies” or
willowsticks and how to create frameworks for which to
create your willow creature.

Under the expert guidance of Gill, a freelance illustrator,
textile print designer and tutor, learn the techniques to
make striking personalised collages, while creating a set
of painted textured papers using different materials.

Christmas Calligraphy workshop with
Claire from By Moon & Tide

Sat 15 Oct

Explore using dippy ink pens to design gorgeous lettering
on Christmas cards and gift tags .

A Taste of Acrylics with Catherine
MacDiarmid
Working directly from a still life of flowers,
discover different techniques, colour-mixing skills,
painting mediums and layering processes to boost your
confidence in painting with acrylics.

Create your own punch needle wall hanging loop, either
using one of Sara’s designs or your own.
Sat 5 Nov or Sun 5 Feb

Create Botanical Linocut Prints with Laura
Sowerby
Details correct at time of going to press. Events and dates can sometimes change at
short notice. Please visit rheged.com for up-to-date information.

Fused Glass Christmas Decorations with
Roxanne Denny
Try your hand at glass fusing and make 3-6 Christmas
decorations with hands-on guidance from Roxanne.
Sat 26 Nov

Needle-felted a Christmas Robin with
Hanne Crank  
Suitable for beginners, learn needle-felting techniques
while making your own Christmas Robin.
Sun 4 Dec

Festive Wreaths with The Floralistas
Create a wild & textural wreath finished with seasonal
dried elements & British Hemp ribbons on a handmade
base of Cumbria-grown willow.
Sun 11 Dec

Sat 12 Nov

Sun 13 Nov

Natural Festive Willow Decorations with
Willowpool
Suitable for complete beginners and experienced willow
weavers, create natural stars, willow baubles, festive
platters or hearts.

Sun 23 Oct

Make a Punch Needle Wall Hanging with
Sara Moore from Whole Punching

Sun 20 Nov or Sun 27 Nov

Fri 18 Nov

Christmas Stamp Making with Liz Jones
Learn how to carve your own designs into lino to make
a set of three reusable festive stamps and then block
print your designs onto Christmas cards, gift tags and
wrapping paper.

An Introduction to Collagraph Printmaking
with Hester Cox
Join printmaker Hester for an insight into this exciting
and diverse printmaking method. Collagraph is all about
rich textures and mark-making, often using readily
available or ‘found’ materials.
Sat 14 & Sun 15 Jan

Exploring Collagraph Printmaking with
Hester Cox
Explore different ways of making and printing
collagraphs. Hester will then give one-to-one guidance
as you use what you have learnt to create your own
collagraph plates and on day you will print your plates in
monochrome as well as colour.

Scan here for more
information and to book

To book your tickets and find out more visit rheged.com

TALKS

Outdoor
adventure
Sat 24 Sep| 7.30pm

Talk: My Mountain Life by
‘Touching the Void’s’ Simon
Yates
Simon is one of the most accomplished
exploratory mountaineers of all time. This
is his amazing journey from that Peruvian
mountain in Joe Simpson’s best seller
‘Touching the void’ to some of the remotest
on the planet.
£18 Full £15 Conc
Sat 1 Oct | 6pm

20th Annual Wainwright Society
Lecture - Paul Rose
Paul’s skills as an accomplished diver,
mountaineer and explorer led to his role
as TV presenter on programmes such as
Coastal Path, The Lakes and The Pennine
Way. Paul will share behind-the-scenes
stories from his Lake District TV work, his
love of Lakes and far-flung adventures, and
why it has never been more important to
have a nature-based life.
£12 Full £8 (Members)
Sun 9 Oct | 7.30pm

Talk: Leo Houlding – Closer to
the Edge
Cumbrian Leo Houlding is one of the world’s
best climbers. With a brief overview of
his life, Leo’s brand new show will follow
on from his previous tour (The Spectre
Expedition, 2019) bringing audiences up to
date with his latest expeditions.
£18 Full, £15 Conc

Mountain Festival have been finding the
best adventure films from around the
globe. Catch up on some of these with a
special introduction to each from one of
the Festival team.
£12.50 Full, £8.50 Conc
Sun 20 Nov | 7.30pm

Best of Kendal film evening
Back by popular demand!
A chance to watch a selection of the
award-winning films from Kendal
Mountain Festival 2022. Each film will
be introduced by the Kendal Mountain
Festival team.
£12.50 Full, £8.50 Conc
24 Nov | 7.30pm | See P3

Cumbrian Red - a special preview
with Terry Abraham
Sat 3 Dec | 7.30pm

Talk: Paul Pritchard – The
Mountain Path
Paul was a cutting-edge rock climber and
mountaineer hailing from the UK, but
in 1998 a TV-sized boulder falling from
twenty-five metres inflicted such terrible
head injuries that doctors thought he
might never walk or even speak again.
Paul’s determination has seen him back
writing a second book and enjoying many
more adventures.
£12 Full, £10 Conc
Sat 25 Feb | 7.30pm

14 Oct | 7pm | See P3

Debate: What Future for the
Cumbrian Uplands
12 Nov, 7pm | See P3

Forty Farms: Behind the Scenes
with Amy Bateman
Thurs 17 Nov | 7.30pm

Best of Kendal New for 2022!
A special retrospective film
evening.

Talk: Mark Beaumont's Faster
Mark’s adventures have taken him to over
100 countries over the past twenty years,
making him one of the most respected
ultra-endurance athletes on the planet.
Five years on from his famous ‘Around
the World in 80 Days', there is no sign of
anyone breaking his World Record.
£18.50 Full, £15.50 Conc
Sat 1 Apr | 7.30 pm | See P3

James Ketchell – It’s all Mental

For decades, the team behind Kendal

To book your tickets and find out more visit rheged.com

Scan here for more
information and
to book
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SHOP S

Our shops sell clothing, home and
lifestyle products that stand out for
their beauty and quality.
Open every day 9am-5.30pm

Get
ready
for
winter

NEW hats from Eribe
and Carhaart
NEW
Fjall Raven
jackets

NEW
Fjall Raven
trousers
Winter knits
from Eribe and
Harley

CLOT H IN G & W E LLB E I NG

OUTD O O R

Time to start thinking about your Autumn
wardrobe. We have new ranges from your
favourite sustainable labels; Thought,
Sandwich and Seasalt and basics from
Armor Lux. Layer up with outerwear
from Tretorn and swap your Birkenstock
sandals for Birkenstock boots.

Been inspired by one of our latest
outdoor talks? Tackle the Lake District
fells in clothing, footwear, rucksacks,
accessories, books and camping gear from
mindful brands including Fjällraven and
Patagonia. As well as high quality clothing
brands such as Kavu and Carhartt, a
brand inspired by workwear to create
durable clothing.

In our wellbeing section we have natural
skincare to take care of your skin in the
colder weather. As well as vegan-friendly
makeup for those Christmas parties.
D ELI
Find edible gifts and speciailty alcohol
ready for the festive period as well
as functional cookware, utensils and
accessories for table and pantry to
prepare it.

DE S I G N S H OP
Our Design Shop celebrates art and
design, from ceramics, jewellery and
homeware. It has a special selection of
products from our current exhibition in
our Gallery, Forty Farms. Have you been
inspired by our Gallery? Find a range of
art materials in our Design shop to let
your creativity flow.

Carhaart
dungarees
Winter
Birkis
Footwear from
Haglofs, Sorel
and more
C H I L D R EN ’ S
Find fun and adventures in our toyshop,
from our reading corner and range of
movie themed Lego including Harry
Potter and Jurassic World. As well as a
selection of Jelly Cat toys to cuddle up
with after a big day of play. We also have
clothing from Dotty’s Dungarees and an
organic cotton range from Frugi.
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Autumn 2022
Sep-Nov

WE ARE WORLD SHAPERS.
WE ARE LIFE CHANGERS.
WE ARE TRADITION BREAKERS.
WE ARE CUMBRIA.
The Centre for National Parks & Protected Areas (CNPPA) is pleased to sponsor
40 farms which echoes our research in to cultural landscapes, human-nature
relations, ecology & conservation, and visitor & rural economy. The University of
Cumbria are proud sponsors, supporting the local economy, communities and
the local environment.

cumbria.ac.uk

nsor of
Spo

centre for national
parks & protected areas
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NFU PROUD TO
SUPPORT FARMING
PHOTOGRAPHY
EXHIBITION

p2

2 - 4 Ja n 2 3

The NFU were delighted when approached to act as
a lead sponsor for the “Forty Farms” Exhibition which
celebrates farming in our wonderful county. Many of
our member’s businesses, and the faces that provide
their brand, are featured, and it’s great to see the
pockets of Cumbria often passed over included.
Amy Bateman has captured the stunning landscapes,
against which our businesses sit, in some iconic
imagery certain to have lasting impact on those
who are lucky enough to view it. She has wrapped
her pictures in words, telling the story behind the
businesses featured. Each one is incredibly different,
but each faces a common challenge; there’s a new
chapter being written as we chart a path through an
uncertain decade, where change in agriculture
is inevitable.

NFU AD 2.indd 1

23/08/2022 10:42:40
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Sponsor of

FORTY FARMS

16

S

3
ep 2
Is the work of a personal insight into how 40
2 - 4 Ja n 2
farmers plan to protect the future of their farm
and through which we can gain an insight into the
changing landscape of Cumbria and farming’s role
within this fragile environment.

Proud to be associated with this amazing project
In support of our British farmers who are working to
provide a future for both ourselves and our children,
H&H Group are honoured to be a Partner of Forty
Farms and to enable its stunning showcase to be
available to everyone.
The above images are copyrighted by their author Amy Bateman

hhgroupplc.co.uk

Want to know
more?
Visit Rheged.com for our new
Winter menu, our new live
streaming menu and opening
times

Follow us on social

A place to meet
Our new Meeting Rooms come with every technical and
practical requirement taken care of - for groups of up
to 50 people.
High-speed WiFi
& IT support

Competitive
rates

Freshly cooked,
locally sourced
food

Dedicated
meeting host

Unlimited speciality
tea and coffee

Enquire
here

